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PREFACE

This product development report is one of 21 such reports, each dealing
with the developmental history of a recent educational product. A list of the
21 products, and the agencies responsible for their development, is contained
in Appendix D to this report. The study, of which this report is a component,
was supported by U.S. Office of Education Contract No. OEC-0-70-4892, entitled
"The Evaluation of the Impact of Educational Research and Development Products."
The overall project was designed to examine the process of development of
II

successful educational products."

This report represents a relatively unique attempt to document what
occurred in the development of a recent educational product that appears to
have potential impact. The report is based upon published materials, docu-
ments in the files of the developing agency, and interviews with staff who
were involved in the development of the product. A draft of each study was
reviewed by the developer's staff. Generally, their suggestions for revisions
were incorporated into the text; however, complete responsibility for inter-
pretations concerning any facet of development, evaluation, and diffusion
rests with the authors of this report.

Although awareness of the full impact of the study requires reading both
the individual product development reports and the separate final report, each
study may be read individually. For a quick overview of essential events in
the product history, the reader is referred to those sections of the report
containing the flow chart and the critical decision record.

The final report contains: a complete dis,zussion of the procedures and
the selection criteria used to identify exemplary educational products; gener-
alizations drawn from the 21 product development case studies; a comparison of
these generalizations with hypotheses currently existing in the literature
regarding the processes of innovation and change; and the identification of
some proposed data sources through which the U.S. Office of Education could
monitor the impact of developing products. The final report also includes a
detailed outline of the search procedures and the information sought for each
case report.

Permanent project staff consisted of Calvin E. Tdright, Principal
Investigator; Jack J. Crawford, Project Director; Paniel W. Kratochvil, Research
Scientist; and Carolyn A. Morrow, Administrative Assistant. In addition, other
staff who assisted in the preparation of individual product reports are identi-
fied on the appropriate title pages. The Project Monitor was Dr. Alice Y.
Scates of the USOE Office of Program Planning and Evaluation.

Sincere gratitude is extended to those overburdened staff members of the
21 product development studies who courteously and.freely gave their time so
that we might present a detailed and relatively accurate picture of the events
in-the development of some exemplary educational research and development pro-
ducts. If we have chronicled a just and moderately complete account of the
birth of these products and the hard work that spawned them, credit lies-with.
those staff members of each product development team who ransacked memory and
files to recreate history.
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Name

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Product_Characteristics

Ma erials and Activities for Teachers and Children--The MATCH Program.

Developer

The Children's Museum, Boston Massachusetts.

Distributor

The American Science and Engineering Company, Inc., of Boston,

Massachusetts is distributing the product.

Focus

The MATCH program is a system of materials and activitieq in the form

of kits which are used by a class of students and a teacher. The focus of

the MATCH program is on non-verbal learning and the acquisition of skills

that are not unique to any one subject matter area. The program emphasizes

the development of thinking and feeling skills learned through direct

experiences and events with authentic materials.

Grade Level

Kindergarten through grade 6.

The target population consists of all studente, kindergarten through

grade 6. The nature of the objective§ is such Chat they are not confined to

any-geographic deMdgraphic, or racial7ethnic subpopulatlon .

Rationale f_r Product

Long-Range Goals of Product

The long-range goal Of the MATCH project was to explore ways of communi

dating non-verbally through the use of various types of media. The developers

believed that objects can often be more effectiVe than words as a means of

teaching certain ideas and-concepts. To illustrate thiS-.they-dombined various

materials-with classrooth adtivities in the form-of kitd.diSigned.t6 teach

specified instructional objectives. Sixteen such kits, the MATCH boxes were

developed and teachers in the field tests found them to be valuable teaching

aids. Three of the boxes are now commercially available.



Ob'ectives of Product

Each MATCH box is designed to meet certain objectives. There are three

main types of objectives: subject matter, skills and processes, and self-

awareness. The subject matter objectives deal with the facts and concepts

that the child should learn; the skills and processes objectives pertain t

the development of critical thinking skills and problem solving abilities;

the self-awareness objectives encourage the child to learn about himself and

his capabilities. The objectives are not behaviorally stated, but rather are

general statements on the purpose of the kits and expected outcomes.

Philoqpphy and Theory Supporting Product

The MATCH units were created to-demonstrate that self-contained multi-

media kits could be designed which would enable elementary teachers and

children to communicate and learn by non-verbal means. The developers operated

with the premise that words are very limited as mediators of learning, par-

ticularly at the elementary level, and that objects and activities are needed

in great variety to expand and improve the learning of many subjects. It was

felt that a non-verbal fact could be transmitted by a single object zr medium,

but in order to convey a non-verbal principle or concept, patterns of media or

objects were needed. The developers wanted to investigate ways to combine

media that would allow meaningful communication between teachers and pupils in

subjects having highly non-verbal characteristics. They explained:

1'MATCH units are based on the idea that much of what we would
like children to:learn is essentially non-verbal--that is, it
cannot be communicated throngh words, but is mediated instead
through things-and through"what the learner doea. Non-verbal
learning takes place when the child_is meaningfully:engaged::
with Some physicAhing7-be it.:a model', An anCient artifact,

pair -Of chopstieka', A lump of elay,-_afilm,:or:pe haps

(Childrent_ Museum, 1970)

Description of Materials

Or aniza ion and Content of Materials

Sixteen prototype MATCH units have been developed and tested. The

objectives, materials, and activities for each unit are combined to form a

MATCH box. The boxes are used to supplement regular classroom ins ruction in



the elementary grades and are designed to be used for two or three weeks.

Each MATCH box is independent of the other boxes and they can be used in any

order or combination. Half of the b xes deal with social studies topics and

the other half deal with topics from other subject matter areas. The sixteen

MATCH boxes are:

Grouping Birds Musical Shapes and Sounds

The City Rocks

The Algonquins Japanese Family 1966

Seeds Medieval People

A Hose of Ancient Waterplay
Greece

Imagination Unlimited
Houses

"Paddle-to-the-Sea"
Animal Camouflage

The MATCH Box Press
bletsllik Eskimos

Appendix A contains descriptions of each box; these descriptions include:

name of box, grade level objective, media, characteristic activities, a

general comment, and a rating. The ratings were made by the developer and

appear by the name of each box. The symbol (*) represents least elegant,

*) moderately elegant, and (***) most elegant.

Each MATCH box was meant to be self-explanatory. Each box contains a

Teacher's Guide to enable a teacher to make effective use of the box without

special training. Typically, they include:

what the box is about

what it contains: lists and pictures of materials

an overview of the general approach and structure of the.lessons
_

individual lesson plans detailing objectiVes, materials classroom
arrangemen s, procedures, possible.pitfalls, and assurances

background information

ideas fot extending the'Unit

information about the project, the people who made the box, ma erial
sources, and packing instructions

(Kresse, 1968, p. 40)

Each MATCH box contains enough materials for a-class_of 30 children to use for

two or three:weeks. Units are-designed to cirCulate from class to class;_in-

one school_year they can be used by at least ten classes or about-300 students.

EaChunit gen be_uadd over a two to three-grade range-



Format of Materials

The MATCH,boxes are

two

box

large and range from 30-pounds to 100 pounds. Usually

or three separate cases were required for each box. The materials in each

are Organized in a waY that is relevant to the:unit and sometimes the

packages themselves are fundamental Parts of the unit.

The 16 MATCH boxes contain.,many kinds of,thingS

in the Final Report--(Final-Report-1968 pp 48749)-::

Real objects::230.0-yeareld-Greek pottery shards

seeds,Hstarfish,' Whale!Stooth', Algonquin arrowheads-,

including these listed

chopsticks, navagator

seal skin, beaver-

chewed log, stuffed owl, old purse, Netsilik bow drill, clarinet lead type,

deerskin, bones, steel drum harpoon, map measurer, pumps, syringe, buckets,

mops hammers, goggles, pipes, funnels, psaltery, stethoscope.

Reproductions: falconry lure, medieval clothing, Japanese photo album

Greek coins and statues, Indian leggings.

Models: city buildings, igloo, nud house, lock model, birchbark canoe,

sea ice at Pelly Bay, folding rock strata, figure "4" trap.

-Films: f

everything.

Recordings: a Netsilik woman telling a stary in the Eskimo language,

lmstrips, film loops and slides; and photographs of almost

a medieval shrew recounting her experiences at court, bird calls, songs of

the voyageurs, reminiscences

Algonquin's dream.

Eguipment: tape recorders, various projectors, screens, extension

cords.

Soft ware: charts and diagrams, floor plans, worksheets, maps, bird

stickers, sort cards, word cards, recipes, student guides, character books,

of a Great Lakes captain, an Eskimo myth, an

reference books.-

Supplies: cinnamori, olive oil seal oil, geodes, dry mud, cranberries

soapstone, magnetic tape, parched corn.ink, paper, chemicals, diorama kits,

Cost of Materials to User_ _

As previously noted,- only three of the 16 MATCH boxes are commercially

available. The costs to user Of these units are:

---The City-i-(cOmple(tze;With fi

Without'film

use.of-Ancient breedei



Japanese Family (complete with 16 nan. color sound
film ) $770.00

495.00

4.00

Without film
.

Additional teacher's guides for each unit

If each box is used by ten classes a year for five years, the cost per student

using the kit would range from approximately 25 cents to 50 cents.

Procedures for Using Product

Learner Activities

The learner activities are nearly as diverse as the materials. The Final

Report lists these activities: making things like a mud wall, or books or

"nokake," an Indian food; using tools like the bow drill; assembling models

and musical instruments; role playing; writing; telling stories, making

presentations to the class; playing games; trying to solve a problem by

"reading" objects; discussing things; sorting pictures.

The activities were designed together with materials and alwa s with the

objectives of the unit in mind. Activities were selected if they were "real"

to the children and relevent to what they were supposed to learn. The

developers suggest in the teacher's guide how to "combine activities so that

the whole box experience comes alive." They say that each activity should

lead to the next, building toward some kind of climax and resolution for the

whole unit.

The developers also state, quite emphatically, that the single most

important characteristic of learning activities is that they place the respon-

child's own hands so that he becomes the agent ofsibility for learning in the

his own learning In this way

back to the students are built into the unit.

provisions for motivating and providing feed-

any of the activities are done

In all casesin small groups of from four, to six children

organized in such a way that-all the students in a .class are involved in an

activity.

the lessOnS are

All units are designed to be used for one or one and one-half hours a

day over a_period of from two to three weeks.

Teacher Activities

MATCH units were designed to require a minimum of teacher preparation.

To help accomplish this a comprehensive teacher's guide, discussed earlier,
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was prepared for each unit. Initially, it was assumed that a careful reading

of the guides prior to introduction of the units to the class was all that

was necessary in the way of teacher preparation. The developers of the MATCH

units have learned, subsequently, that teachers are more comfortable using

the boxes after an orientation session or a more structured workshop.

In each unit, the teacher tends to become involved in activities--" co-

learner, rather than the person apart who explains the activities."

The developers describe the student-teacher involvement in the following

way:

A MATCH Box in its fulle t sense is not the sum of
its media, objectives, and activities. It is not a
thing. It is more truly the experience, the happening,
that occurs when the children and teacher encounter the
Box (Kresse, 1968, P. 52).

Provisions for Parent/Communit Involve ent

WhileHno'prOvisions for parent/comMunity involvement were indicated by

the developers, the MATCH units could lend themselves to parent and community

involvement

ecialTh sical Facilities or ui ment

No special facilities

product.

r equipment are required for utilizing the

Recommended Assessment Techni ues for Users

No assessment techniques, other than teacher observation or student

seIf-assessment, are recommended to the

ORIGINS

Key Personnel

Fred Kresse, who was director of the MATCH project, and Michael

director of the museum,_were the.,two, key personnel.. Michael, SpockAlad

experience in museum work and, before coming to the Children's Museum, had

done research at Harvard on how exhibits communicated to viewers. He wanted
.

to deirelop new types of exhibits which would allow-children to-discover

through the-manipulation_of materials. Fred_Kresse-was intrigued by this

approach and by the idea of-non-verbal learning--learning mediated by things
1 _

12



instead of words. He had a master's degree in psychology and had worked as

a civilian for the U. S. Air Force in designing training devices. While

working for the Air Force, Kresge had applied certain methodologies based on

the work of Gagng and others to learning problems and had experience in

developing task analysis and designing training requirements for specific

tasks. He drew on this approach in designing a conceptual framework for

designing the MATCH boxes. He also had experience in the Air Force in

monitoring contracts and reviewing proposals, which helped him in preparing

the proposal for the MATCH project. Kresse did not have any formal training

in education, but was a practically-oriented psychologist who was interested

in the learning process.

The remainder of the staff consisted primarily of talented young people

with B.A. or master's degrees. They were enthusiastic about the project and

were willing to work for the low wages paid by the museum. They had back-

grounds in a variety of subject areas and about 25 percent had some teaching

experience. Throughout the project the staff relied heavily on teachers and

other consultants to help them in the areas where they were deficient. Ten

staff members worked during the first phase of the project, 14 during the

second phase, and six to seven during the third phase. A total of 24 people

were involved in the development, ten of whom worked on more than one box.

The staff members were expected to remain with the project until the box they

were developing was mplete.

S urces and Evolution of Ideas for Product

The-Children's Museum has ci culated boxes of materials to

the Boston area since the 1930's. Generally, the ,boxes were assembled from

surplus items from the museum's collection and often contained a set of cards
. . .,.

. -
.

with a small artifact or picture fastened onto each card and some larger

objects which the teacher could pass around the class or put_on exhibit.

These boxes were popular with the schools and by the early 1960'5 about

5;000 were circulated in the. BeStOn area eSch,:y04

in--1_962:MichaelSpotk became,Mirector. ofthe Children's_Museum ahd set

a.new, dynamic direction-for the institutiOh.- (See Figure 1,::beginningon

the next-page, for a history of themajor events of the product.) At this



Figure 1. Major Event Flow Chart

1Spock, new director of museumi

Kruse hired to write and
promote proposal

Proposal revised, resubmitted
and funded by 0.E.

First Generation: Topic
Selection and Box Conception

First Generation: Early
Research and Development

First Generation: Tryouts
and Revisions

First Generation: Final
Development and Prbduction

First Generation: Evaluation

_

First Generation: Box Appraisal

[First Generation: Displaying
and Lending

Second Generation Topic
Selection-and Box Conception

Second Generation-:"
Research and. Development

Second Generation: Tryou
and Revision

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966-



A

Third Generation: Topic
Selection

Third Generation: Early
Research and Development

Third Generation: Tryouts
and Revision

Third Generation: Final
Development and Production

Third Generation: Evaluation

Third Generation: Box Appraisal

Third Generation: Displaying
and Lending

Second Generation: Final
Development and Production

Second Generation:
Evaluation

Second Genera on:
Box Appraisal

Second Generation:
Displaying and Lending

Commercial publisher seLected:'
American 8cienCe and Engineering, Inc.

Trial commercial edition
of three prototypes

1967

1968

V 1969

Final commercial edition
of three prptotypes
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time, the museum was housed in an old mansion and used the carriage house

for an auditorium. Although the museum had introduced same progressive

practices in the past, it had remained static for many years. Its small

staff of 17 employees was about the same size as when themuseum was founded

in 1914; and the museum was dependent on local foundations, endowments, and

fund raising events for its $85,000 per year budget. While some other museums

in the area had diversified into educational programs the Children's Museum

maintained primarily traditional display-type exhibits.

When Michael Spock became director, the museum staff began to Examine

the questions: What is the purpose of the museum? Is the museum meeting the

needs of children? What can the museum do to better meet these needs? They

undertook to adapt the museum more to the needs of children, and over the

next several years the museum underwent some radical changes. The old car iage

house was remodeled and was reopened in 1969 as an exciting new type of museum

where children are free to explore, to handle objects, and to learn from their

environment. A child can put on Indian clothing and sit cross-legged in the

frame of a life-size wigwam; he can rock on a rocking horse like the one his

grandparents rocked on in "Grandmother's attic"; or he can discover the

principle of animated cartoons by drawing his own frames and watching them

move through the slits in a revolving cardboard cylinder. The museum provides

an informal, unstructured environment designed to interest children and involve

tilem in active learning. As the children explore, adults are on hand to offer

help or make suggestions.

The changes in the museum began gradually, and the staff started by

improving already existing projects such as the exhibits and circulating

boxes. Michael Spock, recognizing the potential of the boxes, wanted

develop them further and proposed collecting and assembling materials into

a package designed to Meet specific needs rather than making boxes with what

was on hand. Furthermore, he wanted to design the units with the purpose of

allowing.children tojearn from:objects-through non-verbal means. in 1963

he hired Fred Kresse, a psychologist, to work on writing a proposal for a

project to develop such boxes and on funding the project. This was risky,

since it was not clear that money would be available for such project and

it was a major investment in terms of the museum's limited resources.



Fred Kresse first wrote a proposal for a one-year pilot study with a

budget of $23,000. His major task over the next year was to contact govern-

ment agencies and private foundations to interest them in the project. A
Boston group, the Committee fer the Permanent Charity Fund, contributed

$10,000 toward the project, which provided the funds needed to support Kresse's

efforts until additional funds were obtained. Title VII of the National

Defense Education Act authorized funds for media research and dissemination,

and the MATCH, boxes seemed appropriate for this purpose. The Office of

Education, which administered these funds, became interested in the project

and suggested that Kresse revise the proposal into a larger project. A

revised proposal for $188,000 over two years was resubmitted and was funded

by the Office of Education under Title VII of the National Defense Education

Aet.

This revised proposal for the MATCH project was developed jointly by

Kresse and Spock. Together, they defined the MATCH box project. There was

little literature which was directly related, so the two relied heavily on

their own experience and hunches. Kresse would draft a copy of the pre-)osal,

discuss it with Spock, and Chen rewrite it to reflect their evolving cotrLept

of what the MATCH boxes should be and do. The goal of the project was to

examine the role media can play in learning and to establish a means of com-

bining various types of media into a system.

Funding for Product

The original propesal.was fOr $18.8,000. k:series-A,fbUdget and time

extensions were reteived andr:the Cost::of the :project J:using a 15 percent'

overheadi rateYtotaled $392,513. The overhead rate settled on was 40 percent

'rather than the 15 percent rate used in the project, and the eventual cost ef

'the-project was $477,806-.

The_total funds for the MATCH box_project from l'Tuiy 1964 through_

31,May_ 1968 can be broken-down as follews:

1. Salaries, wages, benefits

2. Travel, supplies, etc.

3. -Overhead

Total

$215,910

125,380

136,516

$477,806

No breakdown of funds bTdevelopment, evaluation, and diffUsiOnwas made.



PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Management and Organization

The museum provided office space, resources, and services for the MATCH

project. In turn, the project, which. was almost as large as the museum itself,

enabled the museum to expand its staff and resources. The project had a major

impact on the museum's operations, and there were difficulties in establishing

a satisfactory balance between the museum and the project. The museum staff

did not want the museum to be overshadowed by the MATCH project and several

steps were taken to minimize this problem. All the staff recruited to work

on the project were considered to be part of the museum staff and worked at

least one-fifth time for the museum. This arrangement integrated the pro-

ject with the museum's other operations, but at times there were conflicts

between the staff's responsibilities on the project and their museum duties.

Another means used to minimize the disruption of the project was to gradually

increase and decrease the size of the staff. The project staff numbered about

10 the first year, 14 midway through the project, and was down to only six or

seven during the last year. By the end of the project, the museum was in-

volved in other activities and some of the MATCH staff were able to stay with

the museum in various other capacities. Even though an attempt was made to

reduce the staff gradually, the museum still had some difficulties in adjust-

ing the overhead operations downward:when the-project-7ended.

The museuM'a adMInistratiVe office efficiently handled the-accennts for

the project. .:Yhen the proposal was submitted, the museumiwas not able to

pre4ipt the overhead costa for anch :a project and it was agreed that a 15

percent oVerhead rate would be charged during:the project and an audit-would.

bedonducted at the-end:Of the project_to determine the_actdal_rate.

Eventually, an overheadrate of 40 percent was settled-on.

Original Development Plan

The projett proposal was short-only. about 13 pages in length. The name

MATCH boxes was-derived;fromithe title,,Material-Aids-for Teaching-Children.

The proposal contained a statement of the problem, an outline of the tasks

for developing and-evaluating theAlts, a time schedule, and a matrix te

serve_as a framework for-organizing-the kits.



The proposal included this statement of the problem and the purposes of

the project:

Much of lea ning is non-verbal. Instead of being mediated by
words it is mediated by things. Because they lack time and
money, most teacherseven the ones in over-privileged schools--
do not possess the vocabulary of things they need to communicate
effectively with their pupils. And so certain crucial experi-
ences never occur in the classroom, others occur only partially,
while still others are so abstracted that distortion sets in.
The result is that some things are not learned at all, others
only superficially, and some are probably mis-learned. This
lack of appropriate media with which to convey knowledge and
to develop skills and attitudes is particularly acute at the
elementary:level where the proportion of non-verbal learning
is high. A non-verbal fact, such as the warmth felt in an
Eskimo parka, may be conveyed by a single object or medium--
in this case the parka. But patterns of media and activities
are usually required to communicate non-verbal principles,
concepts and relationships. For example: to convey a real
sense of Navajo life may require a film, various artifacts,
recordings, and activities for children to engage in. Though
many media are recognized as valuable in furthering the
dialogue between teacher and learner, very little is known
about how to combine them for this purpose

The problem, then, is to find out how to combine media in a
way that will permit teachers and students to communicate
with each other on topics having a high proportion of non-
verbal content. This project is directed at solving this
problem. It proposes to do so through the systematic
development and evaluation of a series of multi-media kits
of teaching/learning materials designed for the elementary
grades.

The project was intended as a two-year project beginning in July 1964.

The first year, Phase I, would be a period of exploration as the staff

developed and evaluated four prototype kits. During the second year, Phase

II, 12 new kits would be developed based on the experience gained in Phase I.

A status matrix (see Appendix C) was to be filled out for each kit to provide

a record of the development. The matrix included these variables:

7 Information to bp communicated

- Media that communicate theinformation.

Activities_that communicate-the information.

- Supplies-that support-the activities.-

9



Equipment necessary to present the media and carry out
the activities.

Instructions to the teacher.

ferences for the teacher and children.

Package in which the materials are loaned.

Certain criteria were outlined for evaluating entries in the metrix

difications of Ori inal Development Plan

When the project began, the staff planned to gather together and assemble

commercially available materials to use in the boxes. It soon became obvious

that available materials were not appropriate and that special materials need-

ed to be designed for specific purposes in order to construct an integrated

unit. For example, in a first generation box on birds the students classi-

fied birds according to specific characteristics. The staff planned to use

a commercial set of cards with pictures of birds, but often the cards did not

show the desired aspect of the bird or did not include the picture of a bird

they wanted, and they had to develop their own set of bird cards. The staff

found that they had to design almost everything from scratch and that develop-

ing a box was more complicated than anticipated. As they planned further,

they also found that the three copies they planned to make of each box was

not sufficient for demOnstration and evaluation purposes.

Six months into the project they contacted the Office of Education to

notify them of these dif iculties. The original plan to develop 16 boxes

in two stages with three copies of each.box was modified to developing 16

in three stages with nine copies -of each-box.- The .boxes were to be

The project was ,extended and the 16 boxes- .

'deVelop and -eValuate. .

boxes

done in stages or generations.

took four rather than two years t

Actual Procedures for Develosment of Product'.

Development

Generations of.develo ment. The 16, boxes -were developed in -three stages
.

or enerations. Five boxes were developed during the first stage, seven dur-

ing the second stage, and four during the final stage. Each,generation of

boxes underwent a development and evaluation cycle and the evaluation of

boxes overlapped with the development of the next generation of boxes. The

0_
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Project Final Report gil-s this chart (the numbers 1-6 refer to developmental

stages) illustrating the overall project plan and the life cycle for each

generation:

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

1st GENERATION 5 BOXES

1

SCHOOL YEAR

-2nd ANERATION BOXES1_L_

2 4 5 6

3,rd GENBRATION,(4 BOXES),

2 3 4 5 6

(Kresse 1968, p. 13)

The life cycle for each generation was approximately 21 mm ths long and

divided into six stages:

1. Topic selection anctbox conception (3 months

-2." Early_ research- and deVelopment (3 months)

3. Tryonts and-revision of materiels and activities 6 months

4. Final -development;and-production of.the prototypq kits' o ths

. Evaluation in schools months)

Pats analysis and box.appraisal (3.months)

The c cles re planned so that early development, tryoutswe and evaluation

fell during the school year, while final development and production took

place during the summer months.
,

The,boxes developed were:

Title
.

t Generation Ba

Grouping Birds
The City
-The-Algonquins
eeds

,t

Intended--
Grade'Level

A House of Ancient Greece



Second Generation Boxes

Houses 1-3

Animal Camouflage 2,3

Netsilik Eskimos 3

Musical-Shapes and Sounds 3,4

Rocks 5,6

Japanese Family 1966 5,6

Medieval People 5,6

Third Generation Boxes

Waterplay.
Imagination Unlimited
"Paddle-to-the-Sea"
The MATCH BOX Press

Team approach. The project staff

A team of two staff members were designated as co-leaders and consulted with

worked in teams to develop the :.boxes

teachers, subject matter specialists, artists and technicians to produce one

box. The co-leaders were allowed a set amount of money which they could

spend for materials and consultants.

The procedures used in developing the boxes varied over the three gen-

erations. The Final Report points out these differences between the three

generations:

The First Generation was used to_explore a wide variety

of topics and media-problems-, to-establish development

and testing methods, and generally to find out what it

is like to make MA.TCH Boxes. The Second Generation was

used to consolidate ideas, refine techniques and pursue

interesting aspects of what we had learned from the first

Boxes. In the Third Generation ,we_ had planned to manipu-

late specific media-combining variables, but these Boxes
were used mainly to further probe -and -extend the ran&

of MATCH Bo-x (Kresae, 1968, p. 14)_.

The team 'approach was an effective organizational structure for develop-
,

ing the MATCH boxes. The two co-leaders were matched according to personal

preference, experience in constructing, MATCH -boxes, time available to work on

the =project, and educ ational_ background. ,:-For --example, an experienced and- an

inekperienced -staff tember- might be paired, or an English. major who coUld do
" =

_ an excellent job Of, writing- tfie- teacher_s guides-,might.-be.'matched with Someone:
--

with backgroUnd_in_a_content:drea;such,-aa--anthroPology'.--= Most'co_leaders worked

f ectively; together, ; -although-- ther e were ecePtions
:,Generally';_-: the inter-

laCtion- of -the_ tii-o-i-e-O4eaders,l-'was-I'an itportant-partbf -the
-_develoPthent process



as they shared ideas and supported and sustained each other. In retrospect,

the staff concluded that they should have given one leader the final responsi-

bility and decision making power since teams sometimes faced an impasse

if the two co-leaders disagreed. It was also felt that the entire staff would

have benefited from some group process and problem solving training. The teams

primarily worked independently of each other; although the entire project staff

did generally meet once a week Kresse frequently reviewed each team's pro-

gress, but they had wide latitude in decidiag how to develop their box And,

the units did become "their" boxes. The co-leaders became very involved in

their work and proud of the kit they had developed.

The co-leaders were responsible for all aspects of the box, including:

the original conception of the box

forming a development team and managing its operations

technical and educational integrity of the box

planning and organizing work on the box

budgeting material and consultant costs

finding suppliers of materials, specifying and ordering
materials

arranging and conducting tryouts

writing the teacher's guide

supervising production of the box

special questionnaires
_

end evaluating boxes

and interpreting data

final':report on each box-:

Each team had a budget of $1,200 for consultants and $5,000 for materials

nd supplies ($1,000 to develop the first box and $500 for each copy). The

teams had their own account to bill

within their budget.

Topic seleCtion. A period of two

and were responsible for remaining

or three months at the beginning of:

each generation was spent in topic selection. The specific procedures varied.-
-

over the three generations, but the- all involved staff review anddlScusSion

of ideas. They sought topics:

that had relevance to-the

that implied a variety 4.

eleMentary curriculum

media_
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that suggested the use of real obje

that suggested worthwhile and interestin
for the children

activities

that would be feasible to use in an ordinary elementary
classroom

that would work for even the leSs-than-average teacher

that would be-portable and loanable7and not pose
insurthountable maintenance problems.-

that required .273 weeks of: class time

that Could probably be developed with the time and
resources that were available

that were of interest to the:'staff and to whicha:pair
of co-leaders would commit themSelves

(Kresse, 1968, p. 17)

During the first year no systematic procedures had been established for

selecting topics, and decisions were largely made through informal group dis-

cussions. They sought topics which would be diverse in topic, grade level,

approach, and type of media in order to learn about various types of kits.

Preference was given to topics which might be expanded on in later kits. Th y

did not restrict themselves to social studies topics and two of the first

generation units, Grouping Birds and Seeds, are science related. Some top

were selected to test what could be done. For example, it was decided

develop a unit on seeds which had to be restocked after each use to test

feasibility of replacing components. Another unit, Greek Man (which later

became "A. House of Ancient Greece"), was selected because of the interest of

one of the staff members in the classics.

Selecting topics for the second generation boxes was done more

systematically:

. . selection of the Second Generation topics was done
more systematically using a Criteria List that reflected
our emerging conception of MATCH Boxes as such, and the
Project as a whole. Seven topics were chosen from an
initial list of 150 ideas. After the field had been
narrowed by the staff as a whole, staff members interested
in particular topics would present and defend these to the
staff. The proposed Box would be discussed, critiqued,
and finally, rated on the pre=established criteria. Box s
that met most of the criteria were cleared for develop-
ment. Topics with apparent weaknesses were either dropped
or presented again with modification. .

And a new criterion--elegance--became important. An
elegant Box was one in which the'prOpoSed object ves,



media, and activities held together in a believable
conception. It would be simple, direct, and uncon-
trived.

Preference was given to social studies topics. Our
staff was more qualified and interested in working in
this field, and it was clear that materials and inno-
vative approaches were more urgently neeuad in social
studies than in science.

(Kresse: 1968, pp. 18--19)

Presenting a defense of a topic was a difficult task, but it forced the

co-leaders to clarify their plans and informed the staff on what the other

teams were doing. Sometimes, however, the teams seemed to become overcommitted

to a topic after defending it and would not change it even if it was not work-

ing out.

Selecting topics for the third generation was an infirmal process. All

but two of the staff members had helped develop earlier boxes and they relied

on their experience and fauiliarity with the criteria in selecting topics.

The staff wanted to do boxes unlike earlier ones and did not limit themselves

to subject matter topics. They felt comfortable about selecting a topic with-

out specifying all the details of the box and used their intuition to select

topics which would allow a box to emerge in the development process. For

example, the topic "Poetry Box" became "Imagination Unlimited" and the topic

"Basic Sensory Experiences and Skill Development" became the box "Waterplay."

In all three generations, the topics remained tentative and tYle co-leaders

could change topics if cley did so 1; a purposeful way. For example, one

topic selected for a tl:ird generation unit, "Hats," was dropped. The co-

leaders had not been able to design a kit around hats which fit together and

met the criteria of elegance and so, when they became aware of the problem

f head lice in the schools they dropped the idea entirely. In another case,

a team changed the organizi g theme of a box from Japanese festivals to the

Japanese family.

The approach used in each of the three generations seemed appropriate

for the situation. During the first generation the process was exploratory:

during the second generation the staff found that applying a set of :riteria

in a structu7ed manner provided a basis for decision making; and during the

third phase the staff felt comfortable with an unstructured task and relied

more on their feelings and did not restrict themselves to subject matter

topics. Over the course of the project there was a shift from a cognitive



approach to an emphasis on affective considerations, as the staff realized

the potential effectiveness of the kits in the affec ive areas and felt more

confident of the Importance of affective objectives.

Early research and development After selecting a topic the co-leaders

spent the next few months planning the kit. The teams began to consult

teachers, subject matter experts, photographers, artists, and other speciali ts

in this task. Each team was responsible for locating their own consultants

although the staff often shared consultants and helped each other contact

appropriate people. The number of consultants varied between groups, but most

groups had about three regular consultants, at least one of which was a teacher.

The ideal was for the co-leaders to form a close working relationship with

their consultants and meet with them regularly. However, the funds available

for consultants was limited and most teams operated on an occasional consulta-

tion basis. The teachers were paid $5 an hour for their help and university

faculty were paid standard consultant fees.

The status matrix was intended as a tool in the development process, but

was not used as much as planned. The matrix consisted of a chart with columns

headed: objectives, media activities, supplies equipment, instructions-,

referenees, and package. Appendix C-shows a sample of a::-status matrix filled

out for part of one unit.

The Final Report gives this explanation of the role of the matrix:

"Working" the matrix involved working out interrelation-
ships between entries in the various columns. Initial
entries in the matrix showed the Box as first conceived.
During development, entries ware rearranged, discarded,
and new ones introduced. Whole columns might change.
Whole rows might be removed or replaced. As more and
more of the interrelationships between media and activ-
ities and objectives were worked out, the pattern of the
prototype kit emerged.

The matrix was intended to serve a number of functions:

1. to help teams keep track of what they had done
to reveal choice points, alternatives to be considered;
information gaps and problem areas
to provide members of the development team with a
common referent and focal point for their efforts
to make the assumptions, choices and intentions of
the kit developers explicit.

(Kresse 1968 p. 15)
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Early in the first generation a matrix was prepared for each kit and

hung on a big board in the co-leaders' office to show the. status of each

unit. The teams found it a chore to keep them up to date and the charts were

soon abandoned, but they did provide a basis for analyzing the units and a

vocabulary for discussiug the variables. Developing a kit was a creative

process and the teams approached the task in different ways. Some teams

would start by formulating an overall framework and objectives for their box;

other teams would start_ with an Interesting object or an idea for an activity

and build from there.

Teams would select media and activities for their box which would rein-

force each other. Perhaps they would start with an object like a Grecian urn

and then pick other media which related to the urn in some way, such as a

poem mentioning an urn or something shown in the picture painted oa the urn.

The aim was to pick materials that fit together and the team would explore

various approaches as they tried to get a "handle" for the unit which would

make it an integrated whole. For example, the nnit on Greece began as a study

of classical man. Then someone hit on the idea of using an archeological

approach to the unit and this provided the slant which made the whole unit

fall in place.

Kresse frequently met with the co-leaders to discuss

majOr task was to focus the team on:their objectives. At this time the not:len

f behavioral objectives was juSt gaining popularity and the idevelopers did

not attempt to define objectives in behaVioral'iterms Ilheobjectives were ,

basidally a statement of the purpose cif each lesson and included goals Ln the

areaS of Subject matter, skills.and prodesse3, and self-rwareness. i example'

of:a Subject matter geal is: -

hei progress. A

_ learn how archeologists find out about ancient life,

.1kakills_processes goal is::

To bring piedes of evidence together-to make larger inferences.

A self-awareness goal is:

To give the children experience_in working in small groups._

AII the boxes include these three types Of-6bjectives to Some extent.'



During the early research and development stage the team began to gather

and design media for the kit. They wanted to include interesting objects

which were as authentic as possible and which would be effective teaching

devices.. The teams faced several constraints. The materials had to be

obtainable and within their budget. The materials also had to be durable to

minimize the danger of damage. And the kits had to be portable. Some excel-

lent ideas were not practical. For example, it would be exciting to set up a

life-size Indian tent in the classroom, but it just wasn't feasible in terms

of size and weight.

The staff was resourceful in obtaining authentic objects. A consultant

for the Japanese box had recently arrived from Japan and she ordered typical

Japanese household objects through her mother. One team visited Indian craft

shops to trace down Algonquin Indians who still knew how to make some of the

artifacts they wanted to include in the kit They were able to obtain Indian

clothing, arrowheads, a string of wampum, a squirrel medicine bag, and an

Indian pin and cup game. The team developing a box on the Netsilik Eskimos

contacted a French missionary in Canada. The missionary explained to the

Eskimos the objects the MATCH staff wanted and the Eskimos made them. This

box included authentic seal hunting tools, boots, and other Eskimo artifacts

and some films of these same Indians using these objects. Other boxes included

equally interesting objects.

The developers quickly found that materials only

that they also needed to develop activities for using

enough, but

the materials for them

to be most effective. As noted earlier in the Product Description section,

the activities developed were nearly as diverse as the objects and media.

Tryouts

When the materials and activities
.

lor a box took: form,

ried them_out in the classroom. These tryouts, discussed more extenSively

under the following section on formative evaluation, provided_valuable.feed-

back for the developersand were an integral part .of the development process..- -

the co-7leaders

47inaidevelopment Once the tryouts of a box were completed, the stage

set:fer-linal-developMent: and prOduction which took place during summers.

The summer was a period of_intense activity as the boxes were,completed. The,

Final Report gives this description of the activities in this stage:

22
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During this stage then, design of the Boxes was com-
pleted Teacher's Guides were written, edited, and
printed; :naterials ar components were specified and
ordered; packaging designs were evolved for each Box
and the packages made; graphics were designed; and
finally the Boxes were asseMbled. The Boxes and
many of the things in them were designed and built
etthe MuSeum (Kresse-, 1968, p. 21).

The boxes needed to be finished by the time school started for the evaluation,

and some of the most creative work was done during this push to meet the

deadline.

The teams did write some instructions for the teacher during the tryouts,

but these were generally sketchy and most of the w iting of the teacher s

guides was done in the summer. The staff made the decision early in the pro-

ject that the units should be self-contained and include a detailed teacher's

guide which would allow the teacher to use the box without special training.

The guides were to serve as a vehicle for communicating to the teacher how

the kits should be used. The staff attempted to be clear and direct in the

guides and aimed the instructions at 90 percent of the teachers not just the

exceptional teacher.

During the summer the boxes were packaged. They had to be portable, and

some objects were eliminated at this stage because they were too heavy or too

large. Most units were packaged in two cases to make them easier to carry,

but even so, each case weighed from 40 to 100 pounds each. The boxes were

packaged so they would appear orderly and so it would be self-evident how to

use the materials. They generally included everything which was needed for

the unit except for large equipment, such as a projector, and one box even

included a tape recorder. Each unit was packaged to reflect the individuality

of the unit and packages included cardboard containers, baskets, suitcases,

plastic trays, and wooden boxes. Packages were selected for durability and

lightness. Plastic containers were found to be most satisfactory.

Formative Evaluation

As their box began to take form, the co-leaders arranged to try it out

in classrooms. The purpose of the tryouts was to "test activity ideab,

materials'i the structurean&trganizatiop of lessons, lessonsequenceS, clasa-'

room practicality, the attitudes aria reaction's of teathers and children-

(Kresse, 1968, p. 20).' A project staff member made initial contacts with9
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school systems in the Boston area to locate people willing to participate in

tryouts and then thd teams made specific arrangements. Tryouts were spread

over the period between January and June. Teams were encouraged to begin

tryouts early in this period, although th tendency was to delay tryouts

until the box was well along. The teams started out by using one or two

activities and objects and gradually added pieces until they tried out the

entire box. A different teacher with a fresh class was generally used for

each tryout. A total of about 115 teachers and their classes participated

in the tryouts. Most of the activities were tried out in classes three or

four times, but some were used only once and others not at all. Sometimes a

co-leader conducted the class, but generally the teacher directed the class

while the co-leaders observed and gathered information which they used as a

basis for later revision. Sometimes they would get an idea for a new activity

by watching the children use the materials. Sometimes they would decide to

change an activity because it did not work well in the classroom. The tryouts

provided valuable feedback for the co-leaders and were an integral part of

the development process. They were used more during the third generation than

during the earlier ones. The staff felt that the early development stage

could be merged with the tryout stage in order to begin tryouts earlier and

that they could have benefited from more training on how to make the best use

of tryouts. The teachers were happy to cooperate in testing the boxes. How-

ever, they needed to be reassured that it was the boxes and not them which were

being evaluated.

When the project began the developers were not sure how the boxes would

influence the classroom. Through the classroom tryouts, they became aware of

the impact of the boxes. The children were excited. They came to class

early, stayed late, and gave up recess to use the MATCH box. Many children

who did not respond in class took an active part in the MATCH box activities.

Arid there was a change in the behavior of teachers. Teachers with a directive

teaching style found that they did not have to be the source of all the infor-

mation and that with appropriate materials they could be comfortable in a

situation where most of the student activity was self-directed. And as the

children and teachers interacted with= the materials, they interacted with each

other. One teacher who had used a box in the fall said: "This has taught me

about my kids. I now know my kids as well as I usually know them in April."

41240
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Through the course of the project there was a shift in the attitudes

and viewpoint of the developers, largely because of the formative evaluation

findings. They became increasingly concerned with the affective goals of

the boxes. They also changed the name of the project. Originally, the name

was Material Aids for Teaching Children. During the project they changed the

name to Materials and Activities for Teachers and Children, keeping the same

acronym, MATCH.

SUMMATIVE E7ALUATION

Evaluation Staf

The original plan was to have:the evaluation planned and condUcted by_

special group of staff members Working independently:of the development staff

but this was not done. Ratherthe general staff planned the evaluation dur-

ing the summer through a bries of:staff meetings. The staff decided what

information they wanted, developed questionnaires for the teachers,. pinnned_

Other evaluation procedures and trained people to use theu and made arrange-

ments with the schools for tryouts.

Field Test of Protot es

Pur -se

After t

classrOota.

the effects of the prototYpe kits in tue Classroom. :Later,- when the decision

was made tO commerciallY prepare threeef the bokeS, the results frOM the

field testwere Used indeciding:whith boXestOproduce-and in reviaingthoSe

:Selected for production. The results of the field test can be applied to a

e MATCH boxes were comrlete each box was tes:ed in 15 to 22

These:field testi were:conduCted as a summative evaluation of

large extent to the commercial kits since the overall theme and activities

remained very similar to the prototype.

The field test addressed itself to this question: What are the effects

of the MATCH boxes? The boxes did not specify any behavior:A_ objectives and

the evaluation was not designed to Treasure any specific benavior on the part

of students. Rather, the field test sought to find out what types of behaviors

emerged when the MATCH boxes were used in classrooms.



Subjects

A total of about 330 teachers and 10,000 children used the _MATCH_ boxes

during the three generations of summative evaluation. From 15 to 22 teachers

used each box. The sample.included schools in urban, industrial suburban,

wealthy suburban, and semi-rural areas. About two-thirds of the sample was

drawn from the Boston area, but 53 teachers from Salinas, California, tried

out the second generation boxes and 48 teachers from Somerset County, Pennsyl-

vania, were in the tryouts for the third generation boxes.

Arrangements for the evaluation were made through the school administra-

tion and teachers either volunteered or were selected by a supervisor or

principal. The schools were very cooperative and the schools in California

and Pennsylvania made their own arrangements for the evaluation, supplied

observers and replenished the boxes between uses.

Treatments

No cOntrol groups were used because it did not seem meaningful since the

MATCH boxes were so different:from any program it Would be:compared to-. Mils,

the only treatment was that giVen to the stndents Who nsed..the MATCH bokes.

Measures

Part of the purpose of the evaluation was to discover what were some of

the outcomes of using the kits in the classroom, and the evaluation instru-

ments included many open-ended questions. Standardized tests were not used

because the goals of the product were not of the type measured by standardi ed

tests The staff decided to rely on the responses of teachers and observer

for feedback, although they would have liked to have also obtained more dir_ct

_feedback -from students, The major efforts of the staff were devoted to the

development of the boxes, and no extensive development work was done on the

evaluation instruments. The specific data gathering techniques varied over

the three generations, but the general approach was to-obtain daily'data frOm

-teachers, a final appraisal--form from teachers, and reports:from'observers.

Following iS an explanation of the techniques used=

Five types of data were _gathered:

from teachers-7-

1. written questionnaires or logs concerning
individual lessons

2. written Final'App_ailals of the-box as_a whole



3. verbal comments and reacti ns to the box

from observers7-

4. written anecdotal records of their classroom
observations .

writtefv.su iaries of their_overall=impressions

Teachers' daily responses and final appraisals (1 and 2
above) constitute our main data and our analyses are
based on these. The other three kinds of data were
gathered sporadically and have been used to give depth
and balance to the teacher data and to spot specific
design improvements that the teacher might not have
recognized. Teachers were asked how well the box
suited the curriculum and the children's capabilities
what their own reactions were, how the children
responded, what difficulties they encountered they
were asked to compare teaching with the MikTCH bo:: to
techniques that Laey were used to, to judge the
children got ouL of the experience, to suggest improve-
ments, to comment on the evaluation itself. Observers
were asked to study interplay of the materials, the
teacher and the children, to attend to the entire
situation. No data were gathered directly from Lhe
children, though there are many vivid reports of their
behaVior from the teachers and observers;

Kress, 1968,-p. 2

Different questionnaires were used in each generation. During the first

generation the teacher filled_out a daily questionnaire. The staff found that

this questionnaire placed too much emphasis on-the teacher and-classroom

facilities and took-a long time to,fill_out .For,,the secondrgeneration, they

developed a daily checklist for the teacher to MaLk. The checklist was.long_

and too cumbersome,-but it did include some relevant-questions. For_the third

generation the staff developed separate questionnaires for each box because

the'boxes were all so different. The questionnairea included_more specific
_ _

questions about lessona' materials, and the-approach.

Procedures
-

-Generally, the evaluatlon procedures_were-explained to_ the teachers

through a letter,-although some' ,of'the ,teachers receiVed:special-briefing

before uSing the_boxeS. Thus-, Most:of_the-teaChers did ot_ undergo-any

special training before using the kits. The teaehers uSed the boX for two

or three weeks, depending on-the box', arid tr-Pically-uaed it for- one hour



class time each day. Teachers were asked to follow the teacher's guides,

but were encouraged to make adaptations when they thought it would be appro-

priate and to report these changes on the questionnaire. The teacher filled

out a questionnaire or a log after finishing each lesson and a Final Appraisal

form on the entire box when she had finished the unit. Many teachers were

involved in "debriefing" sessions about a month later in which they discussed

the boxes and their effects.

Observers visited many of the classes where boxes were used. They were

assigned to two or three classrooms and visited each class from one to four

times during the evaluation period. They did not observe the entire box being

used, but rather observed a sample of lessons in different classes. The

observer watched the total happening in the classroom, the interaction of

people and materials, and did not focus on specific behaviors or events The

information they gathered supplemented the results from the questionnaire.

Data Anal sis and Box Re

The project Final Report presents this summary of the data analysis:

First generation data was analYzed by the individual
co-leaders as part of the task of-preparing final Box..
reports. Data-for the second and third generation-was
first reduced before,being turned Over to'the-co-leaders
for use in preparing their reports.- Most-of.the analyses
were done with respect to particular boxes; relatively
few-are devoted to-cross-box-daipaeiseh-or-generalila
tion.

Data analyses-were siMple and of two basic types.
_ _

For questions with fixed alternative answers, a tabu-
lation was made and 'percentages calculated. Answers to
open-ended_questionS-were-analyzed, coded, and grouped
into categories. In this process very little-was done
to "reduce what the teachers'were sayingto a set of_
general statements. Instead,. we carried-the teachers
actual phrases through the analysia-.

The final reports prepared by the co-leaders
analyze individual lessons and overall response to the
Box. They also list recommended changes, and record
sources of materials. These reports were written with
two purposes: (1)-to record what the box Was aboutsand
what was learned from it, and (2) to serve as a guide
to anyone who might Want to develop the Box further.

(Kresse, 1968, p. 25)

Summaries of the box reports are included in Appendix A. The complete
,

box reports are part_of the project archives and-are ;,.t-the Children's Museum._



Results

Because of the purpose and design of the evaluation, few overall conclu-

sions can be drawn on the effectiveness of the MATCH_boxes. Although the

study produced valuable information on each box, the overall evaluation cannot

be briefly stated or summarized. Tabulations were made of responses to the

fixed answer questions, but cross-box scores were only determined for the

second generation boxes. Even for the second generation boxes reports of

responses to the open-ended questions are lengthy. In Appendix B are examples

of the types of questions asked and the responses received. In Appendix A,

under the "Comment" section fox each box, are the summary evaluations of each

box based on the response to the questions asked.

The developers summarized the results of the field test as follows:

Teachers and children were overwhelmingly enthusiastic
about the units and this form of teaching. Teachers
judged class interest, attention, participation and
learning to be greater than usual. They delighted in
having such rich material to work with. Children who
were previously unresponsive participated, often for
the first time. Many children surprised their teachers
with what they could do. The units altered the rela-
tionship between teacher and children, making it more
collbcrative rather than teacher-directed. Teachers
said they could see what the children were learning and
therefore didn't need special tests.

(Ktesse, 1968, p. 7)

They also pointed:out that much work Still..neens-te-be done -inthe sum-

mary evaluations of the boxes.- Many things were found wrong with the boxes;

for example,-.most were too heavy and some required more tithe rhan: Allotted.

Many Suggestions on ways of improving lessons and lesson Sequences ahd modify-'

-ing media were received.

There was an overlap of about nine months between the evaluation of one

generation of boxes with the development of the next set. The staff-felt this

was a-disadvantage because they w! .e not able to incorporate what they learned

from the evaluation to designing the next se.E. Also 'Staff members tended
,

-bedome'se 'interested i the new box they -:rere develoPing that'it Was difficult
_ _

to prepare-a final report on the previous-bok. In retrospect, the-Staff'would-..

havepreferred a .schedule -in which they completed one set of,:boxee- before

beginning the next set.

9



An original purpose of the project was to establish a "grammar" for com-

bining media. No definite set of rules emerged, but the staff did state some

general principles which evolved:

Media can only be combined with respect to some purpose,
and some learner in a particular setting The materials
need to be set in a context of real activities.

Media can be combined to offer contexts for each other so
that learning has a place to go. Two or more items can
give meaning to each other: for example, the real seal
hunting tools add dimension to the film that shows them
being used, etc.; a volcano film and chemical volcanoes
that can be fired off in class provide feed back to
each other; the various tools and techniques used in
printing are already so well related that one barely
notices how they provide mutual meanings.

With respect to a class, media combinations need to
have variety in order to reach many different children,
and sustain various and interrelated forms of participa-
tion by both the teacher and the children.

(Kresse, 1968, p. 51)

The staff felt that it was more powerful to start with specifics, with facts

or objects and let the student draw his own conclusions rather than teaching

generalizations. As the project progressed, they became increasingly aware

of the relationship between verbal and non-verbal communication. At first,

they stressed non-verbal communication, but they realized that they could not

ignore verbal communic=tisn and became sensitive to how words and objects and

events interacted and the role words could play as symbolic statements of

events and objects.

DIFFHSION

Agency Partisipation

Major diffusion activities have been conducted by the Children s Museum,

the develoPer, and the Educational Division of American Scienceand Engineer-
.

ing, the commercial publisher of three .of the boxes. Diffusion activities
_ _

conducted by the-developer have .involved all .of the-MATCH boxes, while those

conducted by the commercial publisher have focused on the three units that

are commercially available.



Diffusion Strategy

Diffusion activities were not planned by the developers. No strategy

was ever specifically specified, although the possibility of commercial

-production and distribution of the kits was considered early in the project.

Actual Diffusion Efforts

Diffusion activities conducted by the developer and/or the commercial

publisher include the following:

1. Circulation of boxes to schools on a rental basis.

2. Display of boxes at tl-e museum's resource center for teachers.

3. Demonstrations and workshops.

4. Development and circulation of Mini-MATCH boxes.

Distribution of teacher's guides and the project Final Repor

Responding to requests by sending inform _ - and brochures.

7. Obtaining a commercial publisher.

When the prototype MATCH boxes were complete, eight sets of each were

turned over to the Children's Museum for circulation to schools on a rental

basis, one set was put on display at the museum's resource center for teach-

ers and one set was designated for use in demonstrations and workshops

outside the museum

Each year the boxes are circulated to roughly 700 classes through the

museum's lending derartment. The average rental cost for a two week period

is $30. Following its use, each box is returned to the museum for checking

and replenishing. The boxes have proved to be quite durable and there has

been little deterioration in the boxes.

There have been several presentations and exhibits on the MATCH boxes

educational and museum conventions and conferences. The museum has

sponsored over 100 workshops for teachers which have mentioned or focused

on the MATCH boxes.

workshops.

The tryouts and field tests exposed teachers to the MATCH boxes and

a result cooperative relationships were establiShed with several of the

American Science and Engineering continues to sponsor



school systems. One school system sponsored a semester course for teachers

on the development of their own multi-media kits based on the MATCH box

model. Three colleges have sponsored MATCH box presentations for student

teachers and one college developed a course on development of mul i-media

units.

The museum has also developed and circulated smaller, less complex

versions of the MATCH boxes, such as Mini-MATCH boxes, which contain fewer

objects and activities, and Discovery Boxes, with only one or two objects

and instructions for their use with a small group of children. These

boxes include some of the most successful MATCH box activities, including

scraping skins from the Algonquin box and a soapstone carving from the

Eskimo box.

About 6,000 copies of the Teacher's Guides and 500 copies of the pro-

ject Final Report were distributed to teachers, school systems, libraries,

social studies curriculum groups, and others. These documents are now

available throughout the ERIC system at a low cost. Articles on the MATCH

boxes have appeared in several educational journals, and the boxes are

referred to in many documents on innovative educational products. The

project sent information in response to hundreds of requests. Contrary to

what might be expected, however, other museums have not expressed much

interest in circulating the boxes or in developing their own boxes.

Many publishers expressed an interest in tHe boxes and early in the

project the staff began to consider the possibility of continued development

through commercial channels. When the MATCH box prototypes were complete,

the staff held a conference and invited representatives from a number of

publishers to inspect the materials. The publisher representatives were

enthusiastic about the materials, but generally were not willing to commit

themselves to the development of such complex materials. The Educational

Division ef American Science and Engineering (AS&E) had developed several

science kits and felt they had the technical know-how to produce the MATCH

boxea.- They decided to produce three of the boxes on a trial basis in a
.

limited quantity to determine if there was a market for such a product.

these-trial boxes sold well, they would produce a commercial version-of

three boxes and, if they-were successful, perhaps produce additional
. . . .

these

boxes Meanwhile the museum agreed to discontinue circulating these three

o the'schools. AS&E decided to produce the boxes on Greece, Japan,



and "The City.P These were among the most successful boxes, but were not

the easiest to manufacture. AS&E produced 50 copies of each box in a trial

edition which closely resembled the prototypes. These boxes were quickly

sold and AS&E began to develop a commercial version. The trial edition

came out in the fall of 1968, and the commercial edition was released about

a year later. During the next two years the sales of the kits did not meet

the anticipated sales projection. Roughly a couple hundred copies of each

box have been sold.

product Characteristics and Other Factors Affectin Diffusion

A major problem in marketing the materials has been the cost of the kit

which, as noted earlier, averages about $500.00. Some school systems have

not wanted to spend this amount of money on such materials, other school

systems could not afford to. The cost of the boxes seems reasonable when

you consider that each kit can be used in more than 10 classes each year

with 30 students in each class. Fred Kresse compared the cost of the MATCH

units to alternative classroom activities and found that the MATCH units

cost about 4.5C per pupil hour of involvement. A social studies textbook

program costs about 1.4C per hour, but a bus trip costs almost 15 times as

much as the MATCH units. Kresse states "The question is one of values

(certainly school systems have enough money to buy the new materials if they

choose) . .
Myself, I think the new materials are a bargain . . .

(Rresse, 1970, P. 1).

Another major problem was that, although the MATCH boes had already been

designed, AS&E had to make a large investment in terms of money and effort to

redesign the boxes for commercial production. AS&E cooperated with the MATCH

box project staff and strove to retain the quality and authenticity of the

original units. But the original boxes were not developed with eventual com-

mercial production as a constraint, and it 'was difficult to obtain many of the

materials. Often AS&E had to find a new source for items use a different

technique fer producing the,item, or substitute a new item-for an old one.

For example, knuckle bones were-part of-the- Preek boxes For the prototype

boxes ene of the staff visited a slaughter house to get the bones and then

boiled them in her kitchen. For commercial production AS&E used

make the bones,

esin.to-



Obtaining materials for the boxes was a major task, and many compromises

had to be made in the process. The task was especially difficult because

it had to be done twice--once for the trial edition and again for the com-

mercial version. The process of redesigning the box forced the staff to

further clarify their purpose and to justify including certain objects.

Designing packages which would be light, yet durable, was another problem.

A strong cardboard case with a wire frame was finally selected. The packages

are divided into smaller units for convenience in finding and storing items.

A great deal of effort went into producing the commercial version of the

boxes.

ADOPTION

Extent of Product Use

The developers indicated that the MATCH boxes have been used in a number

of schools all over the United States for about three years. It is not

posalble to accurately state how many Schools have adopted the MATCH boxes.

What can be stated is this: Roughly a couple hgndred copies of each of the

three boxes that are commercially available have been sold, and each year

about 700 classes borrow copies of the other boxes from the museuM.

Installation Procedures

No unusual physical arrangements or classroom organization is necessary.

The developers learned that teacher training is important and American

Science and Engineering conducts workshops.

FUTURE OF THE-PRODUCT

The developers wduld like to see all 16, rather than just three, of the

prototype boxes commercially available. Possible extensions of the work on

the MATCH box project were sUggeSted by the developers. They included:

units for sub titute teachers, grade starter kits, units designed for special

education, special subject units, units focusing on self-awareness, teacher

training at all levels, a media mobile to distribute units combinations of

units with other media, foreign relations units religious eduCation, aud

research.



Presently, boxes are not being developed or revised. It is unlikely

that more prototype boxes will be made available commercially. Most of the

new directions recommended by the developer are not becoming a reality

because ol the lack of financial resources.

CRITICAL DECISIONS

The following events are a good approximation of crucial decisions

made in the seven-year developmental history of Materials and Activities for

Teachers and Children (MATCH). For each decision point, the following types

of information were described: the decision that had to be made, the alter-

natives available, the alternative chosen, the forces leading up to choosing

a particular alternative, and the consequences resulting from choosing an

alternative.

Although an attempt has been made to present the critical decisions or

turning points in chronological order, it must be clearly pointed out that

these decisions were not usually made at one point in time, nor did they

necessarily lead to the next decision presented in the sequence. Many of

the critical decisions lead to consequences that affected all subsequent

decision making processes in some important way.

Decision 1: To Give the Museum New Direction

While the 'hildren's Museum had introduced some progressive practices,

by 1960 it was ready for a new direction. Some museums bad diversified into

educational programs, but the Children's Museum maintained primarily

traditional-type exhibits. When Spook became director of the museum in 1962,

he and his staff reexamined the purposes and policies of the museum. At that

point they decided to adapt the museum to better meet the needs of children,

to make the museum a place where children are free to explore, to handle

objects, and to learn from their environment. This shift in direction

coincided with Spook's interest in developing boxes of materials designed to

allow children to learn from objects through non-verbal meanp.

set for the MATCH-box project.

The stage-wee--

Decision 2: To Develo and Promote a Smell Scale Pro osal

It was clear that money would be needed to develop new ,units or MATCH

boxes. In 1963 Spook hired Kresse to write and promote a small scale pro-

posal to develop daese new units- This was risky as it was not clear that

5



money would be available and it was a major invest eat in terms of the

museum's limited resources. The risk proved to be worth taking. The Office

of Education, which administered the NDEA funds for media research, became

interested in the small proposal and suggested that Kresse revise it into a

larger project. The budget for the small scale proposal was about $23,000;

it was about $188,000 for the revised and funded proposal. Funding for the

total MATCH project approached a half-million dollars. The decision to

develop and promote a small scale proposal was the first critical step to

obtaining this type of large scale funding.

Decision 3: To Develop Boxes in Generations

In the proposal, the developers indicated their intentions to develop

the MATCH boxes in generations. The decision was made for two reasons.

First, since funding was always uncertain, the developers felt that they

should take on only the number of units that they could complete with a

given amount of guaranteed funds. Secondly, they wanted to use the findings

obtained during the life cycle of one generation to improve development of

units in subsequent generations. The first concern proved to be no problem

for the developers, as they obtained sufficient funds to develop 16 proto-

type units. Planning to benefit from the findings obtained through com-

pleting early generations of boxes proved very worthwhile. The staff was

able to move from an exploratory process in the first generation to a very

structured process in the second generation and to an unstructured but

purposeful process in the third generation.

Decision 4: To Secif Statements of Puriose for Each Box

At the time the MATCH boxes were first being developed, the notion of

behavioral objectives was gaining popularity, but the developers did not

attempt to define objectives in behavioral terms. They did, however, decide

to write statements of purpose for each lesson and to include goals in the

areas of subject matter, skills and processes, and self-awareness. This

decieion to include such objectives, that at least suggested general intent,

proved to be very critical in the selection of materials, the development of

activities and the evaluation of the boxes.

To Design and Collect New Materials

Originally, the MATCH project staff had planned to gather together and

assemble commercially available materials to use in the boxes. They quickly



learned that available materials were not always appropriate and that special

materials needed to be designed for specific purposes in order to construct

an integrated unit. Their alternatives were to modify their statements of

intent, make units that were not fully integrated, or design and collect

materials that were not commercially available so that they could proceed as

planned. They chose the last alternative and soon found that they were

designing many things from scratch and that developing a box was much more

complicated than anticipated. However, the staff proved very resourceful

and they were able to include interesting objects which were as authentic as

possible and which were in accordance with the statements of intent for each

box.

Decision 6: To Develo Activities for Using the Materials

The developers learned quickly that materials alone would not make a

unit that would be effective in the classroom. They could have assembled

boxes of materials and hoped that, with the statements of intent, teachers

could develop appropriate activities. Instead they developed comprehensive

teacher guides that specified, among other things, lesson plans detailing

objectives, materials, and activities. This was a critical decision, as the

developers learned that even with the guide teachers have some difficulty and

often require training.

Decision 7 To Proceed Throu h Develornent Without a Detailed Plan for
Diffusion

Diffusion activities were never considered a part of the MATCH box

project. Most diffusion activities occurred after most of the prototype

boxes were already developed. Consequently, insufficient consideration was

given to making the MATCH boxes commercially attractive. The costs to the

commercial publisher to produce the boxes, due to the myriad of unique

materials, has increased the cost to the user. Users have responded by

indicating a preference for borrowing rather than buying the boxes. In

turn, the commercial publisher will probably not choose

versions of the remaining 13 prototype units. In short, a very interesting,

and perhaps very effective, program or collection of units may never impact

the schools with its full potential because a detailed plan for diffusion was

not specified early, enough to affect the nature of the final program.
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APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTIONS OF 16 MATCH. BOXES

Following are the descriptions of each box which appear in the project

Final Report Volume 1, pages 28-39. The symbol nest to the name shows the

rating given by the developer. The symbol (*) represents least elegant,

(**) moderately elegant and (***) most elegant.

* Grouping Birds (K-2)

Ob ective: To teach young children the rudiments and purposes of clas-

sification by using birds as the things to be grouped and sorted

Media.

feeding

data ca

Nine mounted birds in plexiglass_containers; film loops of the

And nesting habits of these birds; projector And screen; pictorial

ds; bird stickers; flash cards; reference and story books.

Characteristic Activities Grouping and sorting games based initially on

the physical characteristics of the birds and later focusing on their

behavioral patterns; collecting behavioral information from film loops; and

using it to assemble a data chart for each bird.

Comment:

stickers

The relationships among the media (birds, data cards, loops,

are especially well worked out in- his Box The idea-of teaching

classification by means of such multi-dimensional media as birds is an

innovation. However, the teacher and children tend to learn more about birds

than classification. That is, the media and activities did not lead directly

to the stated objective. One is reminded of MacLuhan's phrase that the

"medium is the message."

-The City (1-3)

Objective: To introduce young-children to the concept of "cityness" and to

give them an appreciation for the relationship that exists between the cities

men build and the lives they live in them.

Media: Many-wooden model biaildings-used with a magnetlechalkboard; films

on Chicago and Stockholtd; record-of citY seunds; Several hooks-, 36 mounted

photos Of various aspecta of city life; large aerial photo of Boston, etc.
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Charac eristic Activities: Creating a city with model buildings; using

photos to make up a story about the city; making maps; ro12-playing in an

accident situation; matching city sounds and images'; analyzing aerial

photograph; and solving city planning problems, etc.

Comment: This Box deals with a popular topic and offers an alternative to

the community helpers approach. There are 17 relatively independent lessons

for the teacher to draw from--some very ordinary, some quite engrossing.

The magnetic model is versatile and useful, and the picture pool demonstrates

how a picture set can be designed so that games of various sorts can be

played with it. Lessons, however, require a good deal of verbal structuring

by the teacher. It is not clear whether the relatively independent lessons

"add up" to give children a reasonable image of what a city is. Probably

too difficult for first graders.

** The Algonquins

Objective: To teach about the life of the Algonquin Indians of Massachuset s

and Rhode Island by showing how they lived their daily life, how they saw

the natural world and themselves.

Media: Reproductions of Indian artifacts clothing, arrowheads, str ng of

wampum, squirrel medicine bag pin and cup game)-;:maps; phOtographs; record

of Indian stories; film loops on arrow making; etc Extehsive_backgroUnd

information on the Algonquins is also included-.

Characteristic Activities: Scraping dried deerskins; hafting an arrowhead

to a shaft; preparing and tasting an Indian food Nokake; assembling a model

trap; acting out stories of spirit help; playing a sorting game with pictures

representing the Indians' environment.

Comment: "The Algonquins,' one of our first "culture" Boxes, demonstrates

how intrigued

data suggests

children came

children are by doing real things with real materials The

that through the power of doing what the Algonquins did, the

to believe that the Indians really existed, and were not just.

story book or T.V. figures. When the children are involved With the real

materials, learning is largely non-verbal and successful. In the lessons

on myth and belief, the media need- mUch teacher explanation, And are less

successful. The-attempt to give an overview of-the whole culture in two



* Seeds

Objective: To learn about seeds a-d seed dispersal through examining and

experimenting with fruits and seeds.

Media: Eight basic common fruits in classroom quantities for use in

dispersal experiments; data charts; pamphlets; magnifiers; cups; earth for

experiments; etc.

Characteristic Activities: Examining and dissecting peanuts and beans;

growing seeds; experimenting with floating seeds.

Comment: This Box is best described as ordinary. The materials are

definitely useful to teachers and appeal to children, but the approach is

rather standard. The Box did not go beyond presenting the children with a

variety of seeas for rather simple examination and experimentation. This

is the first unit to make extensive use of expendable materials.

A House of Ancient Greece-
(5' )

Objective: To introduce children to the everyday life of an ancient Greek

household by having them "excavate" the Villa of Good Fortune in Olynthus,

Greece; to acquaint children with archeology as a tool for learning how

people lived long ago.

Media: Authentic ancient ar ifacts _oins, pottery h ds) reproductiens

of Greek statues, pottery, and metal objects; photos of the Villa of Good

Fortune; maps; filmstrips; etc.

Characteristic Activities; Examining artifacts from an excavated house in

ancient Greece; watching filmstrips of the excavation of Olynthus deing

some activities the ancient Greeks didgrinding cinnamon, trying on Greek

clothing, lighting a Greek lamp; etc.

Comment: We consider this one of our most successful Boxes The major

activity--an archeological dig--is an uncontrived and real task to the

children, and does achieve the Box objective. ThiS Box first-showed us the

potential for learning in small, student-directed groups,-and.in role-play.

It displaced the teacher from her traditional role as repository and dis-

patcher Of knowledge and freed her to give indiVidualized help to the chil-

dramatic buildingdren and to be a co-learner with them. There is a care



of lessons toward the climax of figuring out what the ancient Greeks did in

each room of the villa. The final lessons do not give as comprehensive a

picture of the restored villa as we would have liked.

* Houq (1-3)

Obiective: By comparing an Eskimo Igloo with a Nigerian mud-and-thatch

house, children learn that different physical surroundings call for very

different kinds of houses and ways of life.

M*lia: Scale models of an Igloo and a Nigerian hut; samples of real building

materials (untanned deerskin, bamboo, mud, palm fronds); environmental photo-

graphs; films; picture pool showing houses and house building; books and

stories; etc.

Characteristic Activities: Assembling a model igloo; scraping deerskin;

constructing a mud and bamboo wall; grouping and sorting pictures; playing

with the house models.

Comment: The models and the mud wall were very interesting, but somehow

neither teachers nor children saw the idea of the Box--the concept of houses

being an expression of, and hence an avenue by which one can understand, the

interrelation between environment and culture. The Box comes across as

being about two houses, or about Eskimos and Nigerians, while the larger

point is missed. Again the power of the media are evident. They, more than

the developers' intentions, determine what a Bok is really about.

* A imal Camouflage 2, 3).

ObjectiVe:- To teach:about variouth kinds of camouflage with emphasis on '

. color matching, pattern matching counter7shading, and dieruptive::.patterning-.-

Media: Shadow box with various backgrounds and patterned overlays; model

birds arid ailimalsounted insects; diorama kits; slides pf camonflaged

antmale; slide projector; etc.

Characteristic Activities: Hiding:and finding,ineects

various backgrounds; sorting model,birds

igrounds; camotiflaging a mythical aniMal

makingdieramas

and animals against

to match them with various back-

protect him from his enemies;



Comment: This unit has a number of mechanical difficulties; the shadow box
does not work well, magnets do not hold the animal models to the backgrounds,

the slide projector overheats, melting the plastic housing. The media are

all rather abstract and too contrived. They do not deal with camouflage in

a direct way, so that the Box requires considerable verbal accompaniment.
The best liked lesson involved a simple showing of slides of real animals

spectacularly hidden against real backgrounds.

Netsilik Eskimos 3, 4)

Ob'ective: To put children in touch with the traditional Netsilik Eskimo's

by focusing on their life during the part of-the year when they hunt_ seals.

Netsilik hunting technology, spiritual beliefs, social relations_ and

leisure activities are shown, all as they relate to-seal hunting.

Media: Authentic Eskim_ artifacts and materials--(seal hunting tools,
boots, seal skin, drum, amulet); three films showing seal hunting, setting
up camp, etc.;- model ice board and figurea; Netsilik Book; record; etc.

Characteristic Activities: Recreating the seal hunt using the hunting

tools; experimenting with everyday activities of Netsilik life; hearing the

story of Nuliajuk, the Sea Spirit; wat-hing and performing the drum dance.

Comment: This culture Box is highly pecific. It is a carefully programmed
unit with concentration on limited objectives, and strong reliance on real
objects and images. It taught us to use films for their resolving quality

after children have studied, explored, and speculated about materials--

rather than as an introduction, which can rob objects of their interest for
the children. A highly successful Box.

Musieal Shapes and Sounds--I

21:21eetive:

sizes and

Ta a-W(1y real muSical instruments; .to,begin thinking

hapes, the Variety of aounds they make, and how these

Media: A violin,

about their

are related.

clarinet; snare drum with sticks and brushes; trumpet;

extra reeds and mouthpieces; antiseptic; pamphlets; record; photographs;

Pete Seeger film about steel drums; tubes,

constructing instruments.
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Characteristic Activities: Taking apart and playing real instruments;

matching pictures of instruments and ther sounds; constructing experimental

instruments, watching (on film) steel drums being made and played.

Comment: By dealing with science and music this was the first Box that

didn't "fit" into one of the standard subject matter domains. Children and

most teachers enjoyed the activities, but some teachers were put off by the

Box because they couldn't see what the point was. For a Box to be successful,

the teacher must be "in on" it, especially when she is being asked to do

something new or when the topic is one--like music--about wh'Lch teachers

already may feel somewhat insecure.

* Rocks (5, 6)

Objective: To _lead children to realize that the rocks they see were not

always the same as they are today; and that the rocks contain clues to how

they were formed, what life on earth was like thousands of years ago, and

the forceS that have been at Work in nature.

_Media: Rock and fossil specimens; two films on_mountains and volcanoes; .

photographs; models; materials-for various- experiments; geologist's hammer;-

goggles And other equipment._

Characteristic Activities: Breaking down rocks; synthesizing sedimentary

rocks; simulating rock metamorphosis; making fossil footprints; setting off

a volcano "reading" mystery rocks.

Comment: This unit deals with a difficult problem--trying to make vivid

in the classroom processes which in nature take millions of years or occur

at the molecular level. With the dramatic exception of the volcano these
1

processes are "invisible" land must be inferred rather than directly observed.

The children perform classroom analogies to these processes, but it is

doubtful whether these analogies succeed in teaching about the real processes.

The approach was fairly standard. Some innovative media such as a "crystal

former" were created. Teachers felt they needed more information to make

full use of the Box.
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** Medieval People (5, 6)

Obdective: To make Medieval people real and understandable through teaching

about the daily lives of people in a fictional French medieval village and

through role playing to encourage the children to act out their responses

to problems confronting the community.

Media: Costumes; props (falconry equipment, chess set, prayer book, coins,

psaltery, wool carders, seed pouch); Character Beaks to describe the daily

life of each of eight main characters; filmstrip and record; etc. back-

ground information and references.

Characteristic Activities: Examiang and demonstrating proper use of

objects, acting out a hunting scene, creating and presenting a final episode

in the medieval court.

Comment: This unit uses role playing as an approach to making history more

meaningful. A series of smaller skits lead to class production of a trial

and court scene. The main effect of the Box is to generate enthusiastic

class involvement in production of the skits. Teachers found themSelves

drawn into a warm and insightful relationship with the children, but they

wondered how much "history" was in fact learned. Children do seem to learn

about manor life, living conditions, and role relationships. The "facts" of

medieval history, in the history book sense, are not stressed.

Japaneme Family 1966 6)

Objective: To present the suburban middle class Japanese family; its members

and how they live together; its basic belongings; family manners; types of

employment; recent history.

Media: Activity guides for five classroom amilies1; role cards for each

family member; film loops showing aspects of family life and a loop

projector; real Japanese family album

clothing, tableware.

household ob ects--religious art cles,

Characteristic Activities: Role-playing in family situations; learning to

behave properly with Japanese objects; setting up a Shinto-Buddhist alter,

learning "shoe" manners, table manners, etc. tracing family lines back
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mment: One of our most successful units. Its elegance lies in the easy

natural approach--through familiesto modern Japanese culture. This

approach builds on the child's own family relationships and makes the

differences in Japan meaningful. There is an identity and cooperation built

up among the children in their familieswhich is fun and also highly pro-

ductive. The last few lessons on ancestors and history have a "tacked on"

feeling about them and are still too teacher-directed.

Waterplay (Nursery-2)

Objective: To give children the opportunity to experience, investigate,

discover, manipulate and to become more aware of what is around them--

through the medium L,f water.

Media: Basic waterplay materials: bottles, cups, funnels, spray bottles,

pumps; clear plastic tubing with fittings and spiral-shaped tubes; a set of

water wheels, troughs, and fountains that can work in a system; recording

of water sounds; movie; photographs.

Characteristic Activities: Free play with the basic waterplay equipment,

the water system, etc. is the major activity; relrted secondary activities

include listening to a recording of water sounds, watching a film of

children playing in water, looking at photographs of children in water.

Comment: Waterplay is our only Box for the very young child, and it aims

at sharpening his ways of investigating and manipulating his environment.

It is our most non-verbal Box, requiring almost no description or direction

from the teacher. The media were designed to speak for themselves, to

suggest many things to do with, water, or to present the child with a puzzle

to be worked out. Waterplay is a child-centered Box, each child playing at

his own experience and.intereat level. Children take to it very naturally

and with pleasure. Teachers Ao too, though some wished the unit had hore

structure. The Box needs to be made more durable, less expensive simpler.

Imagination Unlimited (4-6)

Objective: To.give school children opportunities to express and communicate"

to eadi other-.their unique interpretationa,:Ieelings, ideas_concerning a

-timulating set of matcziala
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Media: 17 unusual objects; 25 photographs; movies of a rainshower, one from

the artist's view point and one from the weatherman's; a set of 72 illustrated

word cards, tape recorder, etc.

Characteristic Activities: Free associating with words shown vividly on

special word cards; describing an unusual object effectively so that anoti-ar

can picture it; making up stories based upon photos showing a variety of

facial expressions; viewing two contrasting films.

Comment: This is a non-subject matter Box, innovative in that it aims at

drawing out a child's thoughts, feelings and verbal associations--at developing

individual points of view rather than helping children to know a particular

culture or phenomenon. It includes some standard exercises and some

media innovations like the word cards. It waS largely successful in

an atmosphere of free expression. Activities in which children were

distinct

producing

called

upon to be analytical and descriptiVe didn't work as well as the ones in

which they were free to use their imaginations.

Paddle-to-the°Sea (4-6)

Objective: To make the book "Paddle-to-the-Sea" more real through related

objects and activities. The story is about a small carving of an Indian in

a can:Jd_Which makes its way through the Great Lakes to the sea.

Media: A carved model of Paddle; charts and templates of the Great Lakes;

ore and grain samples; models of a breeches buoy and a canal lock; seashore

castaways; fur-trade artifacts; films about ships and logging; records;

and brochures.

Characteristic Activities: Creating a large collage of the Great Lakes;

rigging a breeches buoy; bartering trinkets for beaver; launching a class

-"Paddle", role playing plotting and measuring Paddle's course, creative

writing.

Comment: This unit is unigue in that its impetus and structure derive--from

a 'story, and that it ddalS with thd Great-lakes region as a .tota.lity,- rather

than separating It into histOry and geograPhy-, etc. The Box contains a rith

assortment of both materials and activities

the framework of the story to maintain high

certain media and procedural problems.

which seem to work together in
-

class interest. There are



*** The MATCH Box Press (5, 6)

Oblective: To print a book, and in the process to u- erstand essentially

how all books come into being.

Media: The film "Story of a Book"; a print shop, complete with press,

brayer, ink and drying rack; compositor's equipment: type, galleys, proof

press; illustrator's materials for making block prints.

Characteristic Activities: The class becomes the staff of the MATCH Box

Press, a portable publishing company. The children write and prepare a

manuscript for publication, they set the manuscript in type, design

illustrations, and print 40 copies of their book.

Comment: This is also a non-subject-matter Box. It is the only unit in

which the class as a whole works on a single enterprise. The Box has turned

out to be very successful. It has a simple and direct line Subject matter

can be embedded in the book that is printed, but it is the process of

producing the book that remains paramount. This unit makes very clear the

potential of "class project" Boxes as a type.



APPENDIX B

EXAMPLES OF QUESTIONS ASKED AND RESPONSES RECEIVED

AS REPORTED IN PROJECT FINAL REPORT

1. Open-ended questions (effect on student):

Illustrate for us what your class got out of the Box experience by

describing what happened with one or two particular children. Please

use quotations and examples to show: what they really learned; whether

their attitude toward the subject, or you, or other children was

affected; how their interest may have shifted; how they used free time;

what objects or activities they .particularly enjoyed; what ideas they

had; how their participation was affected; and, of course, what

difficulties or confusions they may have experienced.

Responses:

"All the children were enthused when I opened the Box. Attention was

excellent."

"The children used their lunch and recess periods to play with"the

models. They showed reluctande to leave the lesSon to go home."

"Listening to the children talk, get excited and respond to the

Netsilik kit - one would never realize these children are retarded."

-"Brian - slow_learner t-finds School .difficult - Ireally found Success-

-through this-unit --he could identify.all roCks and fossila it was

the first-time he shoWed much -interest_in Anything.'

"On.the..Eskimo-work during.Lesson 6 - 'This ia hard! The Eskimo mu t

be busy most of the ttme!."

"The play acting was new and a few Shy ahd/or slow children had a

chance to come forward and be counted fox the rst time."

Several children spoke of enjoying the unit because it was as if I

"Written classwork was not up to standard duri g the period of the

MATCH Box study."



2. Open-ended question (effect on teacher style):

If you see the MATCH Box ag a different way of teaching and learning

when compared to your normal approach and technique, please tell us

what the difference is

Responses:

"The difference is that the teacher is a resource person or aid, and

not a lecturer. They are learning by doing, and not merely by reading

or listening."

"What makes the approach different is the availability of materials in

the MATCH Box. A complete kit is wonderful."

"The students are actively, vitally involved. Each one realizes he is

important to the success of it. There was no pushing or prodding to

get students to work."

'I don't see it as different from my way of teaching."

"In reading, for example, we introduce the story,- go over vocabUlary,-

read the story and then analyze it to death.- Put a.written exercise

or- test on top of this and I've-lost 90% of. the -class."

Open-ended question (recommended changes):

Please tan us how you would change the Box. What woUld you omit or

add?:-_How'would you alter the approach or leason se-queued? --Howicciuld

it better suit:your curriculum?

Responses- (suggeations- for HoUsea

"More- skins to. sew --and dIt'ape.- Mora needles

"Addition of a filmatrip on modern city life in Nigeria as well as

country homes

"I would definitely not recommend this Box for fir t grade."

"Allow wore ti

of,:the materia s t'

languge OragraM,"-



Fixed response questions and responses:

Question: In terms of OVERALL SUCCESS how would you characterize your

experience with the Box?

Response:

_Srey Low Low Average High. Very High nr

1% 4% 15% 53% 23% 4%

Question: From an educational-standpoint would you say that the learning

outcome for the children is worth the time and effort resquired to use

this Box?

Response:

Difficult
Yes No to_ Judge_

84% 10% 4%

nr

2%

Question: Compare:the way your class responds to the MATCH Box to the

way it generally responds to other similar units in your curriculum.

Check the most appropriate reply to each item. Construct items of your

own, if you wish, at the end of the list-.

Response:

In general while using
the MATCH Box

more same :leas

than -as than
usual usual Usual nr

Class interest in
subject 82% 14% 1%

Apparent learning
of subject matter 54

Spontaneo7
generated

questions

Less verbal children
involved

Childrenjiked.what
r-they- were doing-

59 34

56 40

85 13

Number of children
involved 50 42

Attentivenes 67 29

,51
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APPENDIX D

LIST OF PRODUCTS AND DEVELOPERS,

The following is a list of products for which Product Development Reports

have been prepared.

Arithmetic Proficiency Training Program (APTP)

Developer: Science Research Associates, Inc.

The Creative Learning Group Drug Education ftogram

Developer: The Creative Learning Group
Cambridge-, Massachusetts

The Cluster Concept Program
Developer: The University of Maryland,

Industrial Education Department

Developmental Economic Education Program (DEEP)

Developer: Joint Council on Economic Education

Distar instructional System
Developer: Siegfried Engelmann & Associates

Facilitating Inquiry in the Classroom

Developer: Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

First Year Communication Skills Program

Developer: Southwest Regional Laboratory for

Educational Research & Development

The Frostig Program for Perceptual-Motor Development

Developer: The Marianne Frostig Center of Educational Therapy

Hawaii English Program
Developer: The Hawaii State Department of Education

and The University of Hawaii

Holt Social Studies Curriculum
Developer: Carnegie Social Studies Curriculum Development Center,

Carnegie-Mellon University

Individually Prescribed Instruction--Mathematics (IPI--Math

Developer: Learning Research and Development Center,

University of Pittsburgh

Intermediate_ Science Curriculum Study

Developer: The Florida State University,
Intermediate Science Curriculum Study Projec

MATCH--Materials and Activities for Teachers and Children

Developer: The Children's Museum
.

Boston, Massachusetts
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Program for Learning in Accordance With Needs (PLAN)
Developer: American Institutes for Research and

Westinghouse Learning Corporation

ScienceA Process Approach
Developer: American ASsociation for the Advancement of Science

Science Curriculum Improvement Study
Developer: Science Curriculum Improvement Study Project

University of California, Berkeley

Sesame Street
Developer: Children's Televisi n Workshop

The Sullivan Reading Program
Developer: Sullivan Associates

Menlo Park, California

The Taba Social Studies Curriculum
Developer: The Taba Social Studies Curriculum Project

San PranCisco State College

The Talking Typewriter or
The Edison Responsive Environment Learning System
Developer: Thomas A. Edison Laboratory,

a Subsidiary of McGraw Edison Company

Variable Modular Scheduling Via Computer
Developer: Stanford UniVersity and

Educational Coordinates, Inc.


